
 

Исх. № 80/N                                                                                                  «20» july 2017 г. 

 

Dear Mr. H.Otten and Mr.  F.Teer ! 

 

 

The Draughts Federation of Russia (DFR) twice contacted with the  Draughts Federation of 

Belarus  (DFB), follow the decision of the GA-2015 as regards to non-solved conflict in the First 

world championship by draughts composition   at the 64-square board. 

 

 

DFB  said  its point of view: “Nothing should be changed, that’s already history and we have to 

move forward”. 

 

 

DFR has not agreed with this point of view, and  led irrefutable evidence  that the judging in the 

First World championship by draughts composition at the 64-square board was not honest 

towards A.Fomin (Russia), and that the CPI President , Mr V.Shulga (Belarus) has hidden from 

the FMJD leadership the non-solved conflict happened in the First World championship by 

draughts composition at the 64-square board. 

 

By that action Mr V.Shulga  has deceived  the General Assembly-2013 where the result of the 

First World championship by  draughts composition at the 64-square board was accepted.  

Because  later, in his letter to the Vice-Prtesident of DFR Mr A.Jurgenson, placed at the FMJD 

website 14.02.2014, Mr V.Shulga has recognized that “the grain of the truth was lost”. 

 

 

In its third letter DFR informed DFB  that DFR is ready to work in any format to find a decision 

of the non-solved conflict. But DFR did  not  received  any answer from DFB  to our  third letter. 

 

 

The arguments of DFR are the following: 

 

1. The judge G.Andreews (Latvia) has scorred two problems of A.Fomin (E35 and D41) not 

according to 100-point’s scale but according to 25-point’s scale. Such judgment is the violation 

of the Regulations of the First World championship by  draughts composition at the 64-square 

board. 

 

 

2. The judge G.Andreews (Latvia) has scorred third problem of A.Fomin (E36) having based on 

incorrect information, in other words – having based on the falsification. 

 

 

The screenshot of the source for these two arguments is to be seen in the attachment (see the 

word-file “Screenshot” in which the judge’s scores to E35, E36 and D41 compositions are to be 

seen). 

 



 

Besides, by following  the CPI recommendation, all judges have eliminated three others 

problems of A.Fomin as if they did not correspond to the Regulation of the championship. But 

that Regulation, confirmed by the CPI Committee , was written not enough clear.  

On the eve of the world  championship-2012 A.Fomin has addressed to Mr V.Matus, who was 

the CPI President in that time. And Mr V.Matus personally has assured A.Fomin that those three 

problems (which afterwards were eliminated by all judges according to the CPI 

recommendation) may take part in the world championship-2012 by draughts compositions-64. 

 

 

In the light of these non-disputable arguments, DFR does consider that the GA-2013 decision as 

regards to the acceptation of the result of the First World championship for draughts composition 

at the 64-square board should be reconsidered at the GA-2017.  

The world champion title  should not be determined in a dishonest fight . 

  

 

DFR asks the Council Directors of FMJD  to put in the GA-2017 agenda the Appeal  of Mr. 

A.Fomin (Russia ) to G.A.-2015  to reconsider the GA-2013 decision about the acceptation of 

the result of the First World championship for draughts composition at the 64-square board, 

because the Appeal  of Mr. A.Fomin(Russia) to the GA-2013 was not considered properly. DFR 

considers as fruitful to prepare this question at the nearest C.D. FMJD meeting. 

  

  

 

Faitfully, 

 yours  

A.Nikitin, 

 

The President of the DFR. 

 


